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Presentation Outline
• MCWD and Project Overview
• Former Fort Ord
• Design and Construction Challenges
• Lessons Learned
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• Construction Pictures (time permitting)
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Marina Coast Water District
• Formed in 1960 to serve

the City of Marina
− Provided potable water
supply and wastewater
conveyance and treatment
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− In 1993 wastewater
treatment transferred to a
regional plant operated by
MRWPCA (now M1W)

Marina Coast Water District
• Formed in 1960 to serve

the City of Marina
− Provided potable water
supply and wastewater
conveyance and treatment
− In 1993 wastewater
treatment transferred to a
regional plant operated by
MRWPCA (now M1W)
• In 2001 Fort Ord transferred
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water/wastewater to MCWD
• 8,000 connections with

40,000 residents
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Regional Urban Water Augmentation Project
• Planning began in 2006

− Secondary treated and
disinfected wastewater to
MCWD customers
− M1W concurrently planning
advanced treated wastewater
and groundwater injection
• MCWD and M1W agreed to

combine projects in 2016
• Startup of combined projects
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planned for summer 2019

Regional Urban Water Augmentation Project
• MCWD required recycled

pipelines with development
• Each agency owns and

operates its facilities
− M1W
4.5 MGD pump station at the
regional treatment plant
Injection wells

− MCWD
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7.5 mile conveyance main
2.0 MG reservoir
5+ miles of distribution
mains (in design)
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Regional Urban Water Augmentation Project
• Combining projects

required design
coordination
− MCWD’s booster pump
station was eliminated to
simplify system operation
− Tie-in points
− Testing and startup
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− Environmental and
regulatory approvals

Regional Urban Water Augmentation Project
• Funded through a

Proposition 1 SRF loan
− Cost sharing with M1W
− Low Bid $22.6M
• Bid opening July 2017,

NTP in August 2017
• Substantially complete
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January 2019
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Former Fort Ord
• United States Army Post

established in 1917
• Housed up to 50,000 troops
• Trained mobile combat units

such as tanks, armored
personnel carriers and
movable artillery
• Self contained water and
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wastewater system

Former Fort Ord
• Closure process began in

1989 and completed in
1994
• Fort Ord Reuse Authority

(FORA) responsible for
and reuse planning and
property distribution to
local agencies
• MCWD began operating
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water/wastewater system
in 1994
− Ownership transferred to
MCWD in 2001
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Challenges – Property Ownership
• During design, property

was continually being
transferred to local agencies
• Created challenges

identifying the boundaries
of each agency
• A long time local land

surveying firm was used to
help establish ownership
− County mapping research
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− Local agency knowledge
− Familiar with developments

Challenges – Property Ownership
• General Jim Moore Blvd

− FORA constructed road
improvements in 2003
− Land transferred from Army
to Seaside
− During construction, Seaside
indicated it never accepted
the road after construction
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− Army had no record of the
land transfer, still owned
− Add’l paving required per
Army standard (v Seaside)
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Challenges – Property Ownership
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• General Jim Moore Blvd

Challenges – Military Munitions
•

History of munitions use was
well known during project
planning
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− FORA responsible for
munitions removal
•

No work planned in locations
with potential unexploded
ordinance

•

Drawing review by FORA and
Army office to confirm work in
areas cleared of munitions
before construction
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Challenges – Military Munitions
Contractor attend Munitions
and Explosives of Concerns
training

•

Restrict public access
(fencing and/or barricade)

•

Army approved monitor
present where excavation
exceeds 2 feet

•

No munitions discovered
during construction
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•
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Challenges – Military Munitions

Safety training examples of ordnance found at Fort Ord
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Challenges – Tank Crossings
Throughout the Fort there
is a trail system for tanks

•

Maps of these locations
were not found, known
from other past experience
on other projects

•

Some can be identified by
looking for them

•

Generally 3’ thick
unreinforced concrete
road sections

Tank Crossing
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•

Challenges – Tank Crossings

Tank Crossing
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Tank Crossing

Find the Tank Crossing
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Challenges – Tank Crossings
Found to be 4” of AC
above 1’ of concrete

•

Road section was saw cut

•

Some undermining of
road section occurred
during trench excavation

•

Trench was backfilled
with slurry cement to fill
voids
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•

Challenges – Existing Utility Information
•

Fort Ord land transfers
included all utilities
− Water, wastewater, storm
power, gas, comm.
− No utility records
− MCWD acquired water /
wastewater infrastructure
“as is, where is”
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•

MCWD developed GIS
mapping
− Many alignment followed
former base roads
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Challenges – Existing Utility Information
•

Strategies to identify and
mitigate utility conflicts
− Use local land surveyor
− Potholing known /
suspected crossings
130 potholes during
design (2007)
Required contractor to
pothole prior to
commencing work
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− Other utility owners
performed review / signoff
at each design stage

Challenges – Existing Utility Information
•

During construction 3
unidentified utilities found
− Fiber optic conduit
installed without records
− Sewer pipeline with a
curved alignment
− Storm drain pipeline with
buried manholes

In each case, the pipeline
alignment / depth was
modified to avoid conflict
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•
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Challenges – Existing Utility Information
Required existing pipelines
to be pressure tested early in
construction

•

Portion of the RUWAP
pipeline constructed in 2009
with CSUMB roadway
improvement failed

•

Found that none of the
mechanical joint restraints
(megalug) twist-off nuts had
been turned
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•

Challenges – Existing Utility Information
•

Fort Ord transferred an
existing 1.0 MG concrete
tank to MCWD
− Tank was in poor
condition with
significant leakage
− Structural cracking and
safety concerns made
the tank inaccessible
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− Design was to demolish
the tank and rebuild a
new 2.0 MG tank
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Challenges – Existing Utility Information
•

Approach to mitigating
unknowns for tank
demolition
− Tested concrete for
asbestos (negative)
− Anticipated tank floor
covered in coal tar
mastic (not found)
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− Told Contractor to
assume roof, wall, and
slab thicknesses for
bidding purposes
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Challenges – Existing Utility Information

Tank Demolition
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Challenges – Existing Utility Information
•

Found the inlet / outlet
pipe (inside tank)
asbestos cement

•

Roof, walls, and slab
thinner than Contractor
told to anticipate
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− Debris off-haul used to
quantify credit

Challenges – Differing Agency Requirements
The project is located in
6 different agencies and
private property

•

Biggest differences were
requirements for backfill,
paving, and quality
control testing
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•
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Challenges – Differing Agency Requirements
•

Trench backfill
− Agency standards varied
from no requirement to
95% compaction
− Design goal was a uniform
compaction requirement
− Borings and lab analysis
performed every 1,000’
Recommended 90%
compaction
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− Agencies agreed because
recommendations were
site specific with lab data

Challenges – Differing Agency Requirements
•

Roadway paving
− Agency standards included
repaving trench width,
slurry seal half street, to mill
and overlay entire street.
− Paving requirements were
not negotiable
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− Bid items were included for
various types of paving
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Challenges – Differing Agency Requirements
•

Quality Control Testing
− Agency standards varied
between Caltrans and ASTM
− Carollo had additional req’s
− Caused a challenge for the
CM to practically implement
QC testing
− To provide consistency, a
single set of tests was
performed covering all req’s
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Cross walk table created to
obtain buy-in on testing

Challenges – Designing for High Pressure
Eliminating the booster
pump station simplified
operation, but created
areas with high (260 psi)
pressure

•

Surge analysis
performed and control
facilities limit maximum
surge to below 300 psi
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•
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Challenges – Designing for High Pressure
•

High Pressure Butterfly
Valves
− Rated to 350 psi
− 45 week lead time
− American Iron and Steel
(AIS) created challenges
No domestic
manufacturer had a
listed valve at the time
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− Factory pressure testing
was required and took
additional time

Challenges – Designing for High Pressure
•

Pressure Testing
− Maximum 1 mile sections
− Pressure depended on
elevation of section
Up to 300 psi
Components on the
appurtenances were the
limiting factor

− Contractor had many
concerns
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− Manufacturer of each
component consulted
− No issues with testing
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Challenges – Sandy Soil
•

Entire alignment underlain by
Stabilized Dune Deposits

•

Geotechnical Engineer wrote a
trenching evaluation
supplemental report
− Talked with local Contractors
− Reviewed projects in
construction
− Test pits and trenches
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− Contractor told that trench
stability is unpredictable and
to anticipate sloping

Challenges – Sandy Soil
Trench slope stable in some locations
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•
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Challenges – Sandy Soil
•

Trench slope unstable in other locations
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− Resulted in wide trench
and pavement sections

Challenges – Sandy Soil
− Required wide spans of
temporary utility support
Contractor used wide
flanged beams to allow
for increased span length
where needed
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− No change orders
submitted for trenching
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Challenges – Sandy Soil
•

Thrust restraint
− Soil bearing and friction
capacity was difficult to
estimate with confidence
− Thrust blocks not practical
for 24-inch pipeline
− Pipeline designed as
entirely self-restrained
American DIP selected by
Contractor
Flex Ring Joint specified
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− Connections to MJ fittings
used tandem restraints

Challenges – Sandy Soil
•

Cathodic Protection
− Corrosivity evaluation found
soil to be mildly to noncorrosive
− O&M preference not to
install polyethylene wrap
Based on a past experience
finding a leak that travelled
in the wrap
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− To mitigate no wrap, a zinc
coating was factory installed
on the pipeline
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Challenges – Sandy Soil
•

Trench dams
− Concern with potential
for water to migrate in
sandy trench section
From rain or other
utility breaks

− Called out in locations
with steep slopes
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− Adjacent to large water
pipelines

Challenges – Sandy Soil
•

Tank Over-Excavation
− Geotechnical concern
for settlement beneath
tank
− Recommended 20 ft
over excavation
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− Native material
removed and replaced
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Lessons Learned - Successes
US Army coordination for complying with
unexploded ordinance requirements,

•

Using a local land surveying company to establish
property boundaries and existing underground utility
locations

•

Extensive potholing of existing utilities to confirm
their size and location

•

Where agencies have different requirements, use site
specific recommendations of a professional engineer
(backfill compaction)
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•

Lessons Learned – Opportunities
Continually confirming property ownership through
the project bidding with all agencies

•

During design, confirm the pavement sections of
areas that appear to be pedestrian crossings

•

Provide information on laterals which cannot be
located by USA and direction for the contractor to
physically locate them
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•
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Questions
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Construction Pictures
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Construction Pictures
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Construction Pictures
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